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Question 1

Which of the following factors is a reason for the superior academic performance of Finnish as compared to American children? 
A)	In Finland, all students receive the same nationally mandated, high-quality instruction. 
B)	Finnish parents regard native ability as the key to academic success. 
C)	Finland has a national testing system used to ability-group students. 
D)	Finnish teachers are not required to participate in continuing education and, therefore, have more time to focus on the children.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=283241

Question 2

Schools that have ________ promote a sense of civic responsibility. 
A)	a democratic climate 
B)	a diverse range of mentors 
C)	vocational courses 
D)	a range of extracurricular opportunities
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=283787

Question 3

Many __________ children are unaware of their poor social skills and do not take responsibility for their social failures. 
A)	rejected-withdrawn 
B)	rejected-aggressive 
C)	popular-antisocial 
D)	popular-prosocial
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=283341

Question 4

Four-year-old Paytin is shown a plate of cookies. She is told that there are 10 cookies on the plate. She watches as several cookies are added to or
removed from the plate. Paytin’s sensible prediction as to how many cookies are left on the plate displays her understanding of
A)	ordinality. 
B)	estimation. 
C)	cardinality. 
D)	functionality.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=282787

Question 5

Childhood injuries 
A)	are typically accidental and usually cannot be prevented. 
B)	occur within a complex ecological system and can often be prevented. 
C)	rank second only to cancer as a cause of childhood mortality in industrialized nations. 
D)	are less common in the United States than in other industrialized nations.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=282680

Question 6

Which of the following is true about surrogate motherhood?
A)	Most surrogates have no children of their own.
B)	Surrogates cannot be paid for their childbearing services. 
C)	It usually involves the wealthy as contractors for infants and the less economically advantaged as surrogates.
D)	It usually involves younger couples as contractors and older women as surrogates.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=281986

Question 7

Between ages _____ and _____, napping subsides.
A)1; 3 
B)1; 4
C)1; 5
D)1; 6
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=282294
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Question 8

Baby Ashley picks up her ball and says, “Ball!” Ashley’s father responds with a big smile and an enthusiastic, “That’s right! Ball!” In return, Ashley
laughs. When Ashley is tired and crying, her father picks her up, rubs her back, and sings softly to her. Ashley and her father are engaged in
A)	attachment in the making. 
B)	social referencing. 
C)	goodness of fit. 
D)	interactional synchrony.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=282592

Question 9

It is likely that Norwegian males and females score similarly on complex reasoning about care issues because 
A)	civic engagement is required for graduation in all Norwegian high schools. 
B)	Norwegian culture induces boys and men to think deeply about interpersonal obligations. 
C)	Norwegian females are less concerned with the ethic of care than females from other cultures. 
D)	most public schools incorporate a moral curriculum beginning in the elementary years.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=283776

Question 10

Baby Parker’s mom shows him his pacifier behind a pillow. Parker reaches for it and finds it several times. Parker’s mom then shows him his pacifier
hidden under a cup. Parker continues to search for it behind the pillow. This is most likely because Parker
A)	is not yet able to make an accurate A–B search.
B)	does not yet appreciate physical causality.
C)	has not yet attained even rudimentary object permanence.
D)	cannot yet engage in goal-directed behavior.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=282407

Question 11

Which of the following statements is true regarding taste in newborns?
A)	Newborns can readily learn to like a taste that first evoked either a neutral or a negative response.
B)	Newborns do not exhibit taste preferences until a few weeks after birth. 
C)	Not until 6 months do babies prefer a salty taste to plain water.
D)	Newborns respond to sour tastes by showing a distinct archlike mouth opening.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=282223

Question 12

High-stakes testing prompts teachers to spend more class time  
A)	on research projects. 
B)	administering rote exercises that resemble test items. 
C)	explaining the importance of doing well on tests. 
D)	developing students’ writing skills.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=283671

Question 13

According to Piaget, ________ lead(s) to more advanced ways of thinking.
A)	children’s observation of adults
B)	brain growth
C)	punishment and reinforcement
D)	children’s efforts to achieve equilibrium
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=281819

Question 14

Kegan was given a test that indicates the extent to which his raw score deviates from the typical performance of same-age individuals. Kegan’s score
is known as a(n) 
A)	normal distribution. 
B)	intelligence quotient. 
C)	screening quotient. 
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D)	standardization sample.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=282452

Question 15

Which of the following statements is true? 
A)	Adolescents’ career choices are largely a matter of chance. 
B)	Teachers play a powerful role in adolescents’ career decisions. 
C)	Family background has little to do with vocational choice. 
D)	Peers have a major impact on vocational choice.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=283701

Question 16

_________ has the most up-to-date health-care technology in the world.
A)	The United States
B)	China
C)	Sweden
D)	Canada
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=282187

Question 17

The fact that children ________ provides evidence that Freud’s account of conscience development is inaccurate. 
A)	whose parents frequently use threats or physical force tend to feel little guilt following transgressions 
B)	whose parents frequently use threats or physical force tend to feel overwhelming guilt when they violate standards 
C)	who feel little guilt frequently have loving and nurturing parents 
D)	who grow up in abusive households tend to violate standards infrequently
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=282872

Question 18

Which of the following statements is true about how infants perceive the structure of speech?
A)	Rules that infants extract from the speech stream do not generalize to nonspeech sounds.
B)	Parents must directly teach word-order rules for infants to understand the basic grammar of their language.
C)	Infants locate words by discriminating syllables that often occur together from syllables that seldom occur together.
D)	Infants do not become sensitive to the speech structure of individual words until after their first birthday.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=282353

Question 19

When teachers ___________, first graders show greater literacy progress. 
A)	rely exclusively on the whole language approach 
B)	rely exclusively on the phonics approach 
C)	combine real reading and writing with teaching of phonics 
D)	focus on reading aloud without stopping to concentrate on comprehension
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=283147

Question 20

An important criticism of the psychoanalytic theory of attachment is that it
A)	underemphasizes the importance of the mother–infant bond.
B)	overemphasizes the role of the quality of the parent–child relationship.
C)	ignores the internal representation of the attachment figure.
D)	overemphasizes the importance of feeding in attachment.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=282567
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